I REPORT SECURITY CLASSIICATON
"Stock Funding of Depot Level Reparables represents one of the most fundamental changes in spares management philosophy ever seen in the Air Force. This concept wi!l radically change the way recoverable spares are funded and bought at base and depot level, and will force DLR users to look beyond just mission needs. While mission accomplishment will remain the number one priority, cost accountability will drive Air Force managers at all levels to adopt a more business like approach in their day-to-day activities."' This fundamental change in Air Force spares management presents the Air Training Command ("ATC") an opportunity to increase base repair rates, improve productivity of their aircraft maintenance contractors, and save money. Before I discuss how ATC can take advantage of the DLR concept, some important background information is necessary.
II.
BACKGROUND.
Since the DLR concept is new, a short explanation of some of its components and why the Air Force is making this spares management change is essential. This background will include: (1) the definition of a DLR, (2) Air Force stock fund concept, level for items with potential savings.
The information generated by "no" answers is equally as important as "yes"
answers and should be evaluated in depth. It might be more fruitful to pursue a solution on a $20,000 "no" item as to increase repair by 1% on a $2,000 "yes" item. The authors also list six emerging patterns of the best industrial practices. These are:
1.
A focus on simultaneous improvement in cost, quality and delivery; 2.
Closer links to customers; 3.
Closer relationships to suppliers; 4.
The effective use of technology for strategic advantage; 5.
Less hierarchical and less compartmentalized organizations for greater flexibility; 6.
Human-resource policies that promote continuous leaning, teamwork, participation and flexibility.
While not all these pros and cons specifically apply to ATC aircraft repair, some do. system. In reality, the depots do a fairly good job on the majority of the items they manage. If ATC decides to rely exclusively on depot repair for some items, it will be up to the professional supply and maintenance people in command to hold the depot system's feet-to-the-fire.
V. CONCLUSION.
The DLR concept is definitely a fundamental change to the way business has been conducted in the past. A change of this magnitude is going to be very difficult for many people to understand and deal with. Change makes people uncomfortable and often results in negative reactions. That is why the "team approach" to implementing this concept is so important.
Parochialism and protectionism must be overcome by allowing everyone to participate in creating a new business strategy for fixing reparables in ATC.
